
City of Keene, New Hampshire 

Historic District Commission 

AGENDA 

Wednesday, August 21, 2019 4:30 PM 2nd floor Committee Room 

Commission Members: 

Hanspeter Weber, Chair 

Andrew Weglinski, Vice Chair 

Thomas Powers, Councilor 

Nancy Proctor 

Erin Benik 

Hans Porschitz 

Sam Temple 

Joslin Kimball Frank, Alternate 

Dave Bergeron, Alternate 

1. Call to Order and Roll Call

2. Minutes of Previous Meeting –  July 17, 2019

3. Public Hearing

a) COA-2016-06, Modification #4 – 31 Washington Street – Tony Marcotte, on behalf of

owner Washington Park of Keene LLC, proposes exterior work to the former Middle

School building, including penetrations for exterior ventilation, the replacement of an

exterior stairway, and modifications to three entrances on the south side of the building.

The property is located at 31 Washington Street (TMP# 569-056-00) in the Central

Business District. The former Middle School building is ranked as a Primary Resource.

4. Staff Updates

a) Resource Ranking Effort

5. Next Meeting – September 18, 2019

6. Adjourn
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  DRAFT 

City of Keene 

New Hampshire 
 

 

HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION 

MEETING MINUTES 

 

Wednesday, July 17, 2019 4:30 PM 2nd Floor Committee Room,          

City Hall 

 

Members Present: 

Hanspeter Weber, Chair 

Andrew Weglinski, Vice Chair 

Councilor Thomas Powers 

Nancy Proctor 

Sam Temple 

 

Members Not Present: 

Erin Benik 

Hans Porchitz 

Joslin Kimball Frank, Alternate 

Dave Bergeron, Alternate 

Staff Present: 

Mari Brunner, Planner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Call  to Order & Roll Call  

 

Chair Weber called the meeting to order at 4:33 PM and Ms. Brunner conducted roll call.  

 

2) Minutes of Previous Meeting – May 15, 2019 

 

Ms. Proctor moved to approve the minutes of May 15, 2019, which Councilor Powers seconded 

and the Historic District Commission carried unanimously.  

 

3) Advice & Comment  

a. Colonial Theater Expansion – Charles Michal, on behalf of owner Colonial 

Theatre Group, Inc. seeks input on proposed modifications to the main 

entrance and on the installation of an addition to the rear of the Colonial 

Theatre building located at 89 Main Street (TMP# 575-008-000-001-001). This 

property is ranked as a Primary Resource and is located in the Central 

Business district. 

 

Ms. Brunner noted this was not an application, but seeking advice and comment on a 

forthcoming expansion to the Colonial Theater, which is under HDC purview.  

 

Chair Weber recognized Charles Michal, who spoke on behalf of Alec Doyle, Executive Director 

of the Colonial Theater. Mr. Michal referred to information in the meeting packet as well as 

imagery and site plans demonstrated at the meeting. Mr. Michal explained that renovations are 
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necessary for the theater to remain viable as a leading community arts organization contributing 

to the vitality and attraction of downtown Keene. The nearly 100 year-old building now requires 

architectural changes that will improve patrons’ experiences and expand the theater’s ability to 

serve the community. The owners anticipate a multi-year project, ideally beginning May 2020. 

Mr. Michal said there are no plans to increase the theater’s audience capacity in the existing 888-

seat theater, which he noted is on the NH State Register of Historic Places; the historic nature of 

the auditorium will not be altered or threatened by this project. No changes are proposed to the 

front façade and its original, iconic marquee.  

 

Mr. Michal used visuals to demonstrate the existing theater, which currently abuts City parking 

at the rear. He noted mechanical equipment on the west side of the theater at grade; the plan is to 

replace this equipment and relocate to the roof of the new building. There is currently no 

backstage area for performers because of the limited, low-ceiling basement. The theater stage is 

relatively shallow and restricts possible productions. The new expansion will build to the zero lot 

line and add needed space. While the interior changes are not the HDC’s purview, the 

Commission will need to approve the exterior changes that are proposed to accommodate interior 

renovations. Today, the theater relies on a hemp and sandbag system to lift and hold production 

materials, like lights. The Colonial is operated from an intermediate platform above the stage that 

is accessed by a tall vertical, precarious ladder.  

 

Mr. Michal said this proposed expansion will accommodate a modern rail system with pulleys 

and a walking grid that will make maintenance above the stage safer and allow more space on 

the stage and in the theater. The addition will allow for a deeper and higher stage house, suitable 

for modern productions, and it will provide an upper floor area that is handicap accessible and 

served by an elevator for many backstage functions. Some brick on the exterior will also be 

repointed and some windows will be replaced. The proposed expansion will be taller than the 

existing building, for which a special exemption will be sought from the Zoning Board of 

Adjustment.  

 

Mr. Michal continued explaining the proposed changes relevant to the HDC. The primary façade 

on Main Street is three stories tall, with two types of brick; a decorative brick on the lower level 

and a plain brick higher on the building.  

 

This project will address several problem areas at the theater, beginning at the lobby. In its 

current configuration, the lobby fills quickly during larger performances, and people have no 

place to sit while waiting for shows to start or during intermission. The theater entry has a sloped 

floor that exceeds the pitch allowed for proper handicap access. Patrons at popular events in the 

winter must wait outside when the ticket lobby is overcrowded before shows. Renovations to the 

first and second floors will allow people to congregate on a larger flat floor area. New bathrooms 

on the second floor will be accessible by elevator and current first floor bathrooms will be 

renovated. The intention is to relocate the existing doors under the marquee closer to the street, 

though; with this change, there will still be space to congregate inside the primary façade of 

storefronts; this change to the doors alerted the applicants of the need for HDC approval.  

 

Mr. Michal concluded by explaining remaining proposed changes. On Main Street, most of the 

planned architectural changes are interior alterations of the entire first-floor building area and a 
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remodeled second floor (to accommodate an expanded ticket lobby, additional restrooms, a 

patron lounge, and a dedicated concessions area). He said The Colonial serves roughly 50,000 

people annually, more than one third of whom come from out of town. In addition to its year-

round offerings of movies and live performances, the theater hosts community and private 

events, ranging from Keene State College’s annual Holocaust Remembrance, to the Keene 

Lion’s Club’s annual winter musical, and the Monadnock International Film Festival each 

spring. Renovations will accommodate shows (such as larger Broadway tours) for which there is 

inadequate space today and outdated technology. New amenities will make it easier to grow the 

audience even more. The completed project could also bring additional visitors to Keene, 

supporting economic development. Mr. Michal welcomed questions. 

 

Mr. Temple asked if the anticipated lobby changes will increase show frequency, theater use, or 

quality of experience. Mr. Doyle said the expanded lobby space will not change programming 

but will change the audience experience; the better space will allow people to look forward to 

arriving pre-show. He hopes people will come into the theater and be more social, especially 

during colder months. He said the renovations will also increase the theater’s longevity and 

relevance as a non-profit business; the revenue from new concessions will be pivotal. Mr. 

Temple asked how spaces will be filled and used when the theater is empty; for example, how 

will the newly empty Brewbakers space be used when there are no shows. Mr. Doyle said the 

newly empty business spaces will be used to enhance the box office operations, increase public 

space, and create new opportunities for administrative offices. He said the Brewbakers space, for 

example, will be an extension of the current box office where patrons can buy tickets during the 

day.  

 

Chair Weber said from an architectural point of view, that the goal is to increase the evening life 

of the building and how that is presented to Main Street. Chair Weber recognized Tad Schrantz, 

Design & Construction Committee Chair, who said he thinks this expansion could facilitate 

preshow and intermission activities. He hopes with the new comfortable space, people will come 

to Keene longer in advance and experience the town. He also hopes that the improvements could 

help attract certain larger touring acts and provide a space for performers to interact with the 

audience.  

 

Ms. Proctor recalled there is currently a nice open area on Main Street and asked how that space 

will be incorporated with the renovations. Mr. Michal said they will retain a full panel of four 

trimmed and detailed poster boards and inlays in the plaster to display information. The outdoor 

experience on Main Street will remain the same, with space off the sidewalk behind the façade. 

The Brewbakers steps will be converted into two landings; its left window will become a 

ticketing area for daytime activity, and the right window will display promotional materials for 

which there will no longer be space in the current entryway.  

 

Mr. Weglinski asked if the rear elevations will be flat. Mr. Michal used photos to demonstrate 

the three possible renovations of form, from the perspective of Gilbo Avenue. With the proposed 

renovations, the addition will not be visible when approaching the theater from Main Street, but 

will be visible from Gilbo Avenue. He said the rear exterior changes are significant and complex 

because of the mechanical equipment geometry. All changes are also complicated because even 

the smallest change can affect sound in the theater. He is working with structural and mechanical 
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engineers, as well as theater consultants to explore solutions for an attractive exterior addition. 

The project organizers will explore possible different finishes for the new wall surfaces; the 

intent, however, is to leave the north and south brick stage house walls intact. Councilor Powers 

asked about the height change on the addition; Mr. Michal used photos to demonstrate proposed 

14’ height increase.   

 

Mr. Temple asked if the addition will be visible from the east side of Main Street. Mr. Michal 

replied that “a sliver” of the east tower wall rising in the perspective distance will be almost 

imperceptible. He added that there is a long-term intention to install a solar array on the new flat 

roof. Initially, Mr. Michal thought the most prominent visual impact would be to those who use 

the Gilbo Avenue parking lot; those familiar with the current experience behind The Colonial 

will notice prominent change. Visitors approaching from RT-101 and Main Street will see 

minimal changes. There should be no visual impact from Emerald Street walking north.  

 

Chair Weber asked what shows the renovations will allow compared to today, with the 

understanding there are other venues in town, like the middle school auditorium, KSC, and new 

library spaces. Mr. Doyle did not express concern about competition with other performance 

spaces in town. He is in close contact with library administration as they share many potential 

donors; still the library and Colonial’s operations are very different.  The Colonial has also 

always had a good relationships with KSC and already coordinate programs with them. He noted 

limited demographics in the region and confirmed he has no intention to detract from other 

community programs by enhancing the theater; the goal is to draw a larger and broader audience 

from outside the region because of enhanced programming and artistry. The additional space 

could accommodate new, heavy-production shows like Broadway tours. Mr. Michal said the new 

space will provide safer stage facilities and also be more efficient when shows come with 

predesigned lighting.  

 

Mr. Temple noted that films are not the greatest revenue for the theater, but he asked how this 

expansion will impact those who value film experiences there. Mr. Doyle thinks the renovations 

will improve film experiences in the theater, with enhanced media capabilities for higher film 

quality. He agreed that films ae not a significant part of their business plan, compared to the 

theater programs. Mr. Temple asked if the renovated lobby will be active during weekday film 

showings, or just for special events. Mr. Doyle said it will be open all the time, with 

considerations for neighboring restaurants and businesses that theater attendance supports. Chair 

Weber recognized Dan Belluscio, Chairman of the Facilities Committee for the Colonial Theater 

advising the renovations, who spoke about the proposed new lobby. He said the lobby will be 

more open so those from the sidewalk can see activity inside, which is impossible today and will 

create more activity and interest in the theater. Mr. Doyle agreed and said he believes this 

renovation will animate the street to a much larger degree than today.  

 

Chair Weber referred to the three possibilities for the new addition design (views from the west) 

that Mr. Michal displayed at the meeting. Chair Weber stated he preferred the middle option of 

the three displayed at the meeting; Mr. Temple agreed. Councilor Powers preferred the top 

option because the mechanical equipment would be invisible. Still, Councilor Powers said he 

would support the middle option as well. Ms. Proctor agreed that the top or middle option would 
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be acceptable. Mr. Weglinski said the form will have to accommodate needs on the inside and 

agreed that the equipment will be less obtrusive in the middle option. 

 

Mr. Weglinski said he thinks less about form and more about materials on the new exterior. Mr. 

Michal discussed proposed materials for the top and middle options displayed. As presented, the 

theater and proposed addition are skinned metal buildings with steel frames. The owners have 

considered brick on the bottom and a deliberately scored series of exterior finish installation 

panels, where the pattern is less repetitive. He noted there are architectural tricks to deal with 

mass and bulk, such as darker colors higher on the building, with lighter colors lower. The 

middle option displayed, with the sloped roof, could be treated with a metal-clad panel system 

with the faux patina of aged copper. This sloped roof is typical of contemporary systems and will 

likely make the building look taller from the perspective facing the slope.  

 

Ms. Proctor asked what color was used on the high school addition. Mr. Schrantz said that was a 

light tan synthetic stucco. Mr. Michal noted how colors and design can help emphasize parts of 

the building or not.   

 

Ms. Brunner recalled all Commission input provided at this meeting is non-binding and she 

provided the HDC material standards for building rehabilitation: Materials used for siding shall 

be those that are common in the district. Acceptable materials include brick, stone, terra cotta, 

wood, metal and cement clapboard. Ms. Brunner noted this materials list is not exhaustive and 

added that the applicant will have to request a special height exemption from the ZBA, though 

she was unsure if the HDC would have input on this aspect of the project. 

 

4) Staff Updates  

a. Building Better Together www.keenebuildingbetter.com  

 

Ms. Brunner reminded the Commission of this project that staff, community members, and 

consultants are working on to develop a form based development code for downtown Keene. 

Staff will present to the HDC again in a few months on project updates that will effect the 

Commission’s purview on new construction downtown.  

 

b. Resource Ranking Effort  

 

Ms. Brunner noted that Mr. Temple and Chair Weber volunteered for the Resource Ranking 

Subcommittee, in addition to two volunteers from the Heritage Commission. Ms. Brunner will 

try to schedule the first subcommittee meeting for late July.  

 

5) Next Meeting – August 21, 2019 

6) Adjourn 
 

Hearing no further business, Chair Weber adjourned the meeting at 5:37 PM.  

 

Respectfully submitted by, 

Katryna Kibler, Minute Taker 

July 22, 2019 
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STAFF REPORT 
 

 

COA-2016-06 MODIFICATION 4 – LATE APPLICATION - 31 WASHINGTON ST – Exterior 

Modifications to Former Middle School Building 

 

Request: Tony Marcotte, on behalf of owner Washington Park of Keene LLC, proposes exterior work to 

the former Middle School building, including penetrations for exterior ventilation, the replacement of an 

exterior stairway, and modifications to three entrances on the south side of the building. The property is 

located at 31 Washington Street (TMP# 569-056-000) in the Central Business District. The former Middle 

School building is ranked as a Primary Resource. 

 

Background: 

The 135,000 square foot building on the property 

located at 31 Washington Street was constructed 

circa 1912 as the Keene High School, with major 

additions in the 1920s (classrooms and gymnasium), 

1940s (auditorium), 1970s (kitchen and cafeteria), 

and 1980s (music room and science renovations). In 

1960, the building changed use to the Keene Middle 

School. It served as the Keene Middle School until 

2011, when a new Middle School building was 

constructed in West Keene.  

 

In 2016, the HDC and Planning Board approved 

plans for the building to be repurposed as space for 

residential and office units, a restaurant/bistro, gym, 

concert venue, and nightclub. In addition, the boards approved the construction of a 135-unit apartment 

building to the rear of the existing building. The Applicant is in the process of converting the existing 

building into leasable tenant spaces, including a tenant space that will be used as a school.  

 

The applicant is requesting approval for modifications to the exterior of the former Middle School building, 

including the following: 

 Installation of seven, four-inch diameter penetrations with 25 Square inch vent caps in brick walls 

for exterior ventilation on the west and south facades of the building;  

 The replacement of an existing stairway to the second floor on the south side of the building; 

 The installation of new siding on an attached structure on the south façade of the building;  

 The installation of a new, 42.5 square foot attached structure over the entrance to the boiler room 

on the south side of the building; and  

 The installation of metal flashing and railings at an existing entrance to the first floor on the south 

side of the building.  

 

All of the work proposed has already been completed / installed, with the exception of the vent caps for the 

seven penetrations to the exterior brick walls.   

 

Per Section III.D.3 (“Renovation, rehabilitation or restoration of a building or structure”) and Section 

III.D.7 (“Changes to exterior materials other than those classified as minor projects”), this work is classified 

as a “Major Project” for review by the HDC.   

 

Completeness: 
The applicant has submitted an application form, narrative, reduced copied of the site plan, and photographs 

of the completed work that is proposed. Staff recommends accepting the application as complete. 
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Application Analysis: 
The relevant standards of the HDC Regulations for this proposed project are included below. 

 

Section XV.A.5 – Utility, Service and Mechanical Equipment 

 

Sub-section b.5: “Walls on front or street-facing facades shall not be penetrated for vent openings larger 

than seventy (70) square inches. Vent caps shall not be larger than two-hundred (200) square inches.” 

 

The applicant proposes to install one, 4-inch diameter penetration with a 25 square inch vent cap on the 

primary, street-facing façade of the building, as well as six penetrations (identical in size and vent cap) 

along the south façade of the building. In addition, the applicant proposes a penetration near the main 

entrance on the primary façade of the building for a sprinkler system drain. The vent caps are proposed to 

be a dark brown color. Figure 1 below depicts the proposed penetration on the west, street-facing facade of 

the building, and Figure 2 is an image of the proposed vent cap.   

 

The vent openings are each approximately 12.6 square inches, and the proposed vent caps are 25 square 

inches. This meets the size requirements for vent openings on a street-facing façade. The applicant notes 

that the vents are needed to provide  

 

 

 

 

 

Section XV.B.1 – General Standards 

 

“a) Design Standards 

1) Each building or structure shall be recognized as a physical and cultural record of its time, 

place and use. 

2) The historic character of a building or structure shall be retained and preserved. 

Figure 1. Image of 4-inch diameter penetration on the west 

façade of the former Middle School building. 

Figure 2. Image of proposed vent cap. 
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3) The removal of historic materials or alteration of features that characterize a building or 

structure shall be avoided. 

4) Deteriorated historic features significant to the building or structure shall be repaired, 

rather than replaced. If replacement is necessary due to extreme deterioration, the new 

feature shall match the historic in size, design, texture, color and, where possible, 

materials. The new feature shall maintain the same visual appearance as the historic 

feature. 

5) All architectural changes shall be appropriate either to the original style or appearance of 

the building or structure (if it has not been significantly altered) or to its altered style or 

appearance (if it has been altered within the Period of Significance and those alterations 

have attained significance). 

6) Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical or 

pictorial evidence.” 

 

The applicant proposes several modifications to the exterior of the south side of the building. Figure 3 

below includes a picture of the south façade of the building that was taken by staff in 2016 prior to any 

renovation work on the left. The photo on the right is an image that was submitted by the applicant to show 

the proposed changes, which have already been installed.  

 

The white structure shown in the image on the left in Figure 3 was clad in white vinyl. The applicant 

proposes to replace the white vinyl with HardiePlank® cement board siding, painted to match the brick 

color. A new, 7 foot tall, 42.5 square foot structure is proposed to be installed at the entrance to the boiler 

room that would be clad in the same HardiePlank® material and have a rubber membrane roof. The 

applicant has noted that the purpose of this structure is to provide access to the boiler room that is protected 

from the weather.  

 

An existing, brick-and-concrete staircase (partially visible in the left image below) is proposed to be 

replaced with a black painted steel staircase (visible in the right image below). The applicant notes in the 

narrative that the brick and concrete staircase was damaged beyond repair.  

 

       
Figure 3. Images of the south side of the former Middle School from 2016 (left) and 2019 (right). 
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The applicant also proposes to install two black railings and steel metal plates at an existing entrance on the 

south side of the building. Figure four below shows two images of this entryway, one from 2016 on the left 

without the railings and steel plates, and one from 2019 on the right with the railings and steel plates 

installed. The applicant notes in their application that the steel plates are needed to prevent weathering of 

the brick around the entry door. 

 

 
 

Most of the proposed changes to the south façade of the building are only partially visible from Roxbury 

Street. These features are set back by about 250-300 feet from the road (depending on the viewing location 

on Roxbury Street) behind the MoCo Arts building. None of the features that are proposed to be replaced 

are known historic features. Staff were unable to locate historic photos of the south façade of the building, 

which was historically blocked from view by the Keene YMCA building. The proposed colors (brick red 

for siding, black for railings, staircase, and metal flashing) are consistent with other architectural features 

on the building.  

 

Recommendation: 
 

If the Board in inclined to approve this application, the following motion is recommended: 

 

Approve COA-2016-06 Modification #4 for exterior work to the former Middle School 

building located at 31 Washington Street (TMP# 569-056-000), as described in the application 

and supporting materials submitted to the Community Development Department by Tony 

Marcotte on behalf of owner Washington Park of Keene on August 1, 2019 with no conditions. 
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Descriptive Narrative A 

 

Washington Park of Keene of Keene has drilled seven 4 inch diameter 

holes that will be covered with 5" square vented covers for venting of 

bathroom and kitchen (no hoods) fans. The approved Mechanical plans 

showed four penetrations of the front of the building, and we eliminated 

three of the front penetrations. We had asked the contractor to not 

penetrate the front of the building but one penetration was made. 

 
One penetration was made at a low spot on the front of the building near 

the entrance with the ramp for the sprinkler system drain. 

 

One additional hole will need to be drilled on the South side of the 

building for a DDC (Fire Department Connection) so that the fire 

department may utilize or charge water into the sprinkler system. This is 

required and is required by code. 

 
We also replaced white vinyl siding on a stairway entrance to the lower 

level on the South Side and painted it a color similar to the brick. A 

matching small structure was built over an existing opening for a 

weather tight access to the boiler room. 

 
A railing was also placed at an existing stair entrance on the South side 

of the building and steel plates were added where there is constant 

weathering of the brick. 

 
The existing stairway into the South second floor was deteriorated 

beyond repair and was replaced. 

 

I have attached black and white pictures for reference and will point 

these areas out during the site walk prior to the meeting. 
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